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What is a PoE Extender?
 





A PoE extender is a device that can extend Ethernet network devices beyond the basic 100m distance limit for twisted pair Ethernet cable.
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Ethernet Distance Limit? – Not Any More!
You Need An Industrial PoE Extender
 





Power over Ethernet (PoE) is a networking standard defined by the IEEE as 802.3af, 802.3at and 802.3bt standards.  Also sometimes referred to as PoE Ethernet.
PoE is a technique to bridge Ethernet LAN Signals over twisted pair or other wiring and transport electrical power in concert with Ethernet signals up to 100m or 328 feet.  This electrical power can be combined on the same wire pairs as the Ethernet signal or on separate unused wire pairs in the same cable.
Power Over Ethernet Extender concept and creation came to fruition in 2005 when Enable-IT adapted it’s Ethernet Extender technology to allow Long Distance Power Over Ethernet transport for self powering end PoE device like PoE WiFi Access points and PoE IP Cameras.
Make the most of your existing wiring infrastructure and utilize Power Over Ethernet Extender technology to drastically lower your cost for installing any PoE Ethernet devices such as PoE IP-based video surveillance, PoE WiFi (Wireless) Access points and PoE IP Access Control Devices.
We recommend for long distance PoE Ethernet, to use our PoE Extender Solutions that can go up to 4,100 feet. Put Your PoE Where You Need It!
 









 
See Our PoE extender solutions
















Why PoE Extender was created
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Power Over Ethernet Ethernet technology leveraging Enable-IT PoE Ethernet Extenders enable installers to put their PoE Devices where they want to and not where they are limited to by old school misunderstanding on how electricity works.
The end result is a high-performance system that saves all parties involved time, money, and concerns over flexibility and adaptability.
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NOT CHEAP CHINESE MADE SPYWARE FILLED AMAZON CRAP
 





The Only Trusted Ethernet Repeater and PoE Extender allowed by
the US Federal Govt in their Networks!





Fact – Only Enable-IT Ethernet Repeater & PoE Extender are Made In The USA
 and Trusted in US Govt Networks
 











Why A made In The USA PoE
Extender Matters
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What is Power Over Ethernet - PoE?
 





Electrical currents flow in a loop and therefore two conductors are required to deliver power over any wiring.
One for Positive and One for Negative power.
Power Over Ethernet (PoE) can be deployed on only 1-pair (2-wires) of wire – Like coaxial cabling, however the more physical copper you have the stronger and safer the delivery of long distance of electricity can occur.
Traditional PoE is restricted to the Ethernet Data distance limits of just 328 feet or 100m. This is a false distance barrier that is made up by LAN Engineers that don’t understand electricity transport. Enable-IT PoE Extenders leverage electrical principles to optimize your existing wiring for each pair as a single or combined conductor allowing you to use 1-pair, 2-pair, 3-pair or all 4-pair wiring to maximize your effective distance in deploying PoE Devices.
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Enable-IT 1600WS Portable PoE to AC













Power over Ethernet is injected onto the cable at a voltage between 44 and 57 volts DC, and typically 48 volts is used. This relatively high voltage allows efficient power transfer along the cable, while still being low enough to be regarded as safe.
This voltage is safe for users, but it can still damage equipment that has not been designed to receive PoE. Therefore, before a PoE switch or midspan (known as a PSE, for power sourcing equipment) can enable power to a connected IP camera or other equipment (known as a PD, for powered device), it must perform a power signature detection process.
Power signature detection uses a lower voltage to detect a characteristic signature of IEEE-compatible PDs (a 25k Ohm resistance). Once this power signature has been detected, the PSE Power Injector knows that higher voltages can be safely applied.
Enable-IT revolutionized it’s own PoE Extender industry by reaching further distances than anyone ever could by engineering Power Over Ethernet drive up to 4,100ft, PoE Powered AC Outlets capable of delivering 120 ~ 240V AC in wall plate or portable outlets.
 





Ethernet Distance Limit?, No,

They all go back to a basic copper Ethernet Interface for data-transmissions
 























How Does a PoE Ethernet Extender Work?

Invented by Enable-IT
 





In 2005 Enable-IT Invented the World’s 1st PoE Ethernet Extender adapting it’s Ethernet Extender technology for transport with Power Over Ethernet (PoE) technology to deliver Ethernet LAN packets with DC power and transport them over a 1-pair, 2-pair, 3-pair or 4-pair wiring before reversing the process and converting back to an Ethernet LAN interface with PoE output power.
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In April 2005, Enable-IT announced that it had created the worlds’s 1st standalone PoE Ethernet Extender product and coined the terms “PoE Ethernet, PoE Extender and PoE Ethernet Extender“.

From then on, Enable-IT has created and dominated the Planet’s PoE Ethernet Extender and Industrial PoE Ethernet Extender industry from scratch as the original source. 





Today The Ethernet Extender & PoE Extender Experts of Enable-IT
Design, Test & Manufacturer
In Our USA AS9100D Aerospace Quality Certified Production Facilities.
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Power over Ethernet (PoE) is an evolving technology that extends the already ultra-broad functionality of Ethernet by supplying reliable DC power over the same cables that currently carry Ethernet data.
Unlike Ethernet that requires a minimum or 4 wires (2-pair) for a data connection up to 8 wires (4-pair) for Gigabit Ethernet and above, Electricity only needs 2 wires (1-pair) for Positive and Negative Voltage. Electricity is not limited to the short distances of 802.3 Ethernet and PoE is only distance governed by impedance of the wire over distance.
Power Over Ethernet products (PoE Ethernet Extender or PoE Extenders) provide an easy-to-connect, transparent power and Ethernet network bridge between existing AC power outlets with Ethernet LAN date over your cabling to remote PoE Devices. A Plug and Go simple to use, reliable, and offers seamless solution up to 4,100ft away from your source power/data.
The latest update to PoE is the IEEE 802.3at standard, known as PoE+. The major difference between 802.3af (PoE) and 802.3at (PoE+) is that PoE+ PSEs can provide almost twice as much power over a single Ethernet cable – PoE Ethernet. Because PoE allows you to use one cable for both power and data transmission, PoE saves you money on purchasing and running cable for networking equipment and VoIP phones. PoE makes installing or expanding a network much simpler and cheaper in buildings where it is too expensive or inconvenient to install new power lines.
Cheap Chinese PoE Extender kits like the Axis T8129 only support low throughput, low power, single port PoE Device extension. For Superior, Reliable, Quality PoE Extender solutions that offer incredible functionality, like DIP Switch selectable PoE Output, 2-pair or 4-Pair PoE output, Disabling of PoE to safely attach a PC while installing in the field, and multi-port Drop location all on the same wire run, look no further than the options offered by Made in the USA Enable-IT PoE Extenders.
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When installing a Enable-IT PoE Extender kit, they establish a connection automatically and depending on the model, they deliver plug and go Ethernet performance with the right PoE (Power over Ethernet) output to go the distance. Ideal for installing any PoE Device, especially high powered PTZ IP Access cameras like Axis, Pelco, Ubiquity, Sony, HikVision, and FLIR.
 
















How To Use an PoE Extender ► Real World Wiring Applications
 





Enable-IT Industrial PoE Extender Solutions – Real World Wiring Applications
How to deploy an Enable-IT 865XS PRO Gigabit PoE Extender and what kind of wiring can I use to go beyond Ethernet Distance Limits?
Here is a an infographic for understanding typical Ethernet LAN Communication wiring (Copper Media) and Reference Terminology.
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PoE Ethernet Extender Applications
 





Enable-IT branded Power Over Ethernet Solutions do a lot more than extend Ethernet signals beyond the IEEE 802.3 distance limits; they allow you to install your critical PoE Ethernet Network infrastructure more securely at extreme distances to where you need it most. Enable-IT Gigabit PoE Ethernet Extender kits have been the seminal innovators in this concept, technology, encrypted security and gigabit performance long before inferior knock-off copycat Chinese spyware made crap.
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Industrial PoE Ethernet Extender or Outdoor PoE Ethernet Extender Solutions are our speciality as the majority of installs do occur with a decent part of the install in exposed environments or in harsh conditional when an industrial PoE Extender is required.
[image: Coax-for-Ethernet-Extenders]
PoE Extender Solutions – Real World PoE Ethernet Benefits
As you can see there are many benefits to be able to leverage existing copper wiring, especially the abundance of common coax and telephone wiring. You don’t always need to waste your money on installing Category rated wiring if you do not need to. Keep in mind you only need 1-pair of wire and coax or telephone wire works just as well if not better. In twisted pair CAT rated wiring, you wind up not using three quarters of the copper wiring (3-pairs). Believe it of not – Enable-IT Supreme Engineering has built custom Long Distance PoE Extender Solutions that use only 1 physical wire. No One on the Planet has figured out how to do that!
 





Today The Ethernet Extender & PoE Extender Experts of Enable-IT
Design, Test & Manufacturer
In Our USA AS9100D Aerospace Quality Certified Production Facilities.
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Another set of key benefits in the use of Industrial PoE Extender Solutions are centered around the significant cost savings over traditional methods such as the use of multiple AC powered Ethernet switches and expensive fiber solutions. Using multiple daisy-chained Ethernet Switches adds performance delays, more points of failure, and the cost of installing AC outlet and supporting infrastructure every 328 feet. An Enable-IT branded PoE Extender Solution can drastically reduce those costs, points of failure and installation/support costs.
Fiber has been a traditional go to solution for long distances, however fiber, especially glass fiber is highly susceptible to breakage, crack and damage in extreme cold or movements. What they never tell you is for troubleshooting fiber for these performance destroying situations is the tens of thousands of dollars fiber troubleshooting equipment costs.
The PoE Ethernet Extender Experts at Enable-IT use pure American engineering and craftsmanship, unlike all the copycat competitors. We pride ourselves in the ability to create and customize any of our products or design at the actual time of ordering because we are the factory and expert design engineers – No other supplier can match this ability – PERIOD. With over 3.5 decades of experience, a highly flexible capacity, and U.S. based process control, makes us the best value in the business and the only OEM PoE Extender Solution provider you will ever need.



Our tailored designs and ISO certified manufacturing is all Made in the USA, period. We strive to source all components that we don’t make ourselves from environmentally responsible US suppliers. We guarantee no Chinese spyware is lurking in our products. Our products are certified encrypted, secure and installed in sensitive US Government networks – where most all others are banned.
We also strive to listen intently to our customers needs and to fully understand how they wish to leverage our OEM abilities to create strategic advantages.
Many outstanding and common use features recommended to us from customers have been adopted and designed into each new product revision. Some of these features included VLAN Support, Extreme Temperature components, long distance PoE support, PoE output controls, and secure encryption. Tailoring solutions with off the shelf products or engineering what you need to accomplish your goals is our privilege to serve you.
 





An PoE Extender is a term that Enable-IT invented and coined in the 2005.
 
















Be Aware When Buying an PoE Extender !
 

























There are a lot of foreign, government sponsored competitive information gathering in LAN networking products on the marketplace today.

Only Patton and Enable-IT as USA manufacturers control their product designs and components for Industrial Ethernet Extenders. All others outsource their manufacturing overseas where they have no visibility or control of the spyware that has shown up and already damaged business by listening to your LAN data.
Enable-IT is the world’s Most Trusted, Premier OEM Manufacturer of Industrial PoE Extender technologies, and provides cost effective Secure solutions for commercial offices, the hospitality industry, wireless and cable telecommunications companies and ISPs, the Ethernet DSLAM MxU (multiple-dwelling, multiple-tenant, multiple-commercial and multiple-hospitality) unit marketplace and more.
Basically, we can help almost anyone that needs Ethernet extended.   We are the Industrial PoE Extender Experts. 
































"Enable-IT, Inc. is committed to doing business with environmentally responsible suppliers and is requiring suppliers to comply with all applicable laws, regulations, orders, and policies in providing materials and services. In turn Enable-IT delivers products that comply with the RoHS & WEEE Directives To Contribute to the Preservation of the Global Environment." 
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David ConnersEnable-IT Director 









Founded in 1982, Incorporated in 1997, Enable-IT has developed Global hands on experience with over 37 years of complex networking and Internet consulting practice and grown into specialized experts for developing Broadband Ethernet Communication Technology, Inventing Ethernet Extender and PoE Extender technology and concepts. We are the Leaders and pride ourselves in USA custom manufacturing for any quantity solution size. 
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Enable-IT, Inc. 
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Custom OEM Inquiry Form for our team to rapidly assist you.
 


























Company 





Street Address 





Contact Name 





Street Address 2 





Contact Title 





City / Region 





eMail Address 





Postal Code 





Contact Phone Number 





Country 





Projected Qty - Initial Run 
 



Requirement Description 
 



Tell Us about your industry 


 

Telecom Carrier
Service Provider
ISP
Solutions Provider (VAR / Distributor / Integrator)
Analyst/Consultant
Government (Military, Federal, State, Local, Provincial, Municipal, etc.)
Industry (Manufacturing, Mining, Petroleum, Chemicals)
Education
Healthcare
Hospitality
Nautical Infrastructure
Retail POS
Video Security
WiFi Deployment











 
LET'S GET THIS BABY STARTED














Enable-IT guarantees your e-mail privacy 100%.
Your information is never shared or sold.
 

































Enable-IT Solutions Are Trusted
Worldwide By Our Customers
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Enable-IT
 





Click To Chat / Call ►
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Proudly Made in The USA
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YOUR AGREED WEBSITE TERMS OF USE
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Trusted USA Quality










Why American Craftsmanship Matters To Your Security
Real Value, Real Solutions, Real Customer Care.
 











Superior Performance Solutions
 






Secure your network with only USA made encrypted solutions. Demand Enable-IT
Chat or call us to get a 18% discount coupon code use on checkout cart.
 



















Request for Quote From Distributors
 













Contact Name 





Company Name 





Email Address 





Contact Phone Number 





Qty Needed 







 
SEND ME A DISCOUNT QUOTE 




























Request for Discount Quote
 













Quote Attention To: 





Your Company Name: 





Address For Shipping Quote: 





Email Address to Send Quote To: 





Contact Phone Number 





Qty for Quote 







 
SEND ME A DISCOUNT QUOTE 
































































